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The Threat From Inside
In years past, most attention in the security group was focused on preventing outsiders from gaining access to the
corporate network. This remains a real and constant danger to companies as threats from malware and cyber-criminals
become more powerful and sophisticated every day. Over the last couple of years, however, there has been an increasing
focus on the threats posed by insiders – individuals who need and have access to critical data. The increasing dependence
on automated systems and advancements in technology like small, cheap portable USB storage devices have given
these individuals the ability to inflict massive damage, if they so choose. Increasingly, data has pointed to the fact that
although insider threats are less in number, when they occur the damage is generally far greater.
Since the downturn in the economy, companies have been forced to make painful reductions in staff, pay and benefits
leading to widespread worker dissatisfaction. This has led to an increase in the number of people for whom internal
hacking and data theft is appealing, and has caused an explosion in malicious internal activity. According to the 2015
Verizon Data Breach Report, approximately 20% of all data breaches are classified as ‘‘insider misuse,’’ and 55% of insider
incidents involved abuse of privileges.
So what is the IT security group to do? Advances in technology have enabled massive advances in productivity, making
the business far more competitive, and these technology advancements have become part of the core business culture.
But with the advancement has come increased risk. From devices that can enable personnel to quickly copy and remove
gigabytes of data on a device the size of a person’s little finger, to administrator privileges that enable trusted users to
do practically anything, and then almost completely disguise the record of their activity. The ability to inflict great harm is
certainly present and requires internal security staff to be ever more vigilant on both the signs of insider abuse and the
compromising of security processes that can open easy avenues to make insider abuse possible.
EventTracker, a leading Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) vendor, has developed a number of
best practices to monitor for indications of insider abuse, as well as activities that can open the gates to insider abuse.
This monitoring, although helped by SIEM technology, can be accomplished in large part by simple review and
manual detection.
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Insider Threats
Data Leakage Enabled By USB Devices
When it comes to data leakage threats, USB devices can be some of the hardest to detect. These devices have become
so widespread and small enough that physical detection has become impractical and harder, if not impossible. So we
must rely on software or Group Policy to help govern their usage. Going to extreme measures to stop these devices is
not feasible (e.g. super glue in USB slots). The use of flash drives is not a harmful act; it’s what happens to the data that
causes the problem.
News articles report that in many cases data leakage was accidental, caused by devices being lost or stolen. In these
cases employees were simply trying to be productive and work from home when the devices came up missing. There
are other articles that show how data leakage can be malicious in nature such as trade secrets being disclosed to rival
companies or patients being harmed by the leak of confidential medical records to the public, just to name a couple.
When a user decides that they wish to harm a company by taking sensitive information off-premises, there is little that
System Administrators can do. USB devices can be hidden anywhere and can hold large amounts of data. Restricting
their usage will help stop unauthorized users from copying company data.
With EventTracker you have the ability to not only detect these flash drives, but also disable them while leaving other
USB devices active. Another benefit is that you have the ability to track data written to, deleted from, modified or copied
onto these drives. It is critical to not only monitor USB flash drive usage on your servers but also at the workstation level
since most cases of data leakage via USB devices come from users who do not have direct access to servers.
With this simple remedy in place companies can save themselves public embarrassment, the loss of trade secrets,
customer data, customer confidence as well as financial losses.

Figure 1:
USB Activity
event showing
USB device
activity
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Hijacking the Local Administrators Group
Most System Administrators keep a close eye on who is in their Active Directory Domain Administrator group, but what
about the local Administrator group on each Windows system? Most of the time, the local group is ignored. When a user
is in the local Administrator group on a system, they are effectively a super user and have complete rights to do anything
on that system. Once Administrators discover that there has been a change to the local Administrator group on a system,
it’s often too late and the damage may have already been done.
Like with other items being discussed in this whitepaper, there is malicious intent and non-malicious intent. A harmless
example is the savvy user who wants to defrag their machine to try to speed things up. Administrator rights are
needed, so this user gets added to the local Administrator group so they can run defrag instead of someone from the
IT department. A malicious act would be a user convincing IT to let them have admin rights so they can ‘‘defrag my
machine’’ but then using those rights to install rootkits, hacking tools, etc. Sometimes users are added to the local
Administrator group even though it is against company policy. Adding users to this group is also a favorite attack point
for hackers, both inside and outside the organization.
Monitoring when a user is added to a local Administrator group can save companies a lot of time and money. Turning
on the correct audit policy (Audit Account Management) and pushing the policy down to the workstation level, while
using EventTracker for monitoring, will ensure that you know of these changes when they happen. Alerts that watch for
changes to the Administrator group will let IT staff know immediately when these types of changes take place.

Hijacking the Domain Admins Group
Most companies have written policies about who can be in the Domain Admins group and have turned on the correct
auditing (Audit Account Management), but most System Administrators do not check event logs to make sure a violation
of policy has not occurred.
When someone gains access to the Domain Admins group, they essentially have ‘‘the keys to the castle.’’ In the previous
example, a user with local Admin rights wreaked havoc on a single system. In this example, they can wreak havoc on the
entire enterprise. Keeping tight control over this group is vital, and knowing in real time about any change (add or delete)
to this group is a must.
A single malicious change using Domain Admin privileges can stop users from being able to complete their daily work
or allow others to gain access to sensitive data. The wrong system being shut down during critical parts of the day can
cause problems for System Administrators as well as the company.
What can be done to counteract these changes? Having an event log monitoring solution will allow you to set alerts so
that you can watch for these events and remedy the situation before costly damage is caused.

Unauthorized Application Install
Unauthorized applications can open systems to attack, remote control, etc. Each application installed can have different
effects on system performance. Older versions of software can contain security holes, memory leaks or other unknown
risks. Leaving these applications unchecked can pose problems for System Administrators, Developers and users.
Windows does not generate events when applications are installed, but if an application needs a service to run you can
track when these services are created. This by no means catches everything. Object Access auditing will miss these
installs when not setup correctly and moreover, can result in a high volume of events written to the event logs. Turning
on full auditing is not recommended because of the enormous amount of noise events that will be generated.
Using EventTracker you gain the ability to monitor for installs without the need for Object Access auditing.
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Unauthorized Application Usage
The use of unauthorized applications can lead to many problems such as the use of unlicensed software, outdated
versions or malicious programs that open up security holes. Not all programs require an install and tools used by
hackers to infiltrate systems are especially likely not to require an install. Tracking software usage is crucial to augment
tracking for software installation.
You can turn on Audit Process Tracking through the Audit Policy to watch for the usage of any application. This can
result, however, in a large volume of events generated and will require an Administrator to check the event log and
manually correlate the ‘‘Process Created’’ and ‘‘Process Ended’’ events to determine how long the application was used.
This can be a laborious task.
With EventTracker, Administrators have the ability to monitor application usage without the use of Windows Audit
Policy. EventTracker contains a built in report that shows applications used and the length of time they were used for.

Unauthorized Deletion of Corporate Data
File deletes can cause serious problems for companies in many obvious ways. The only way to truly recover from either
a malicious or inadvertent case is with the use of timely and correct backups. It is critically important to prevent further
unauthorized deletions by determining the culprit responsible for the deletion, The only way to accomplish this is by
being able to determine who, how and when these files were deleted.
Without auditing there is no way of answering any of these questions. Object Access Auditing on key files and folders is
crucial. It should be noted that it is not advisable to choose Full Control as this can lead to an influx of events that can be
very confusing.
By the time someone figures out that files are missing it’s already too late. But if you have the correct auditing turned on
AND you are monitoring your event logs you can detect when an excessive amount of deletes occur. Now the question
becomes what is excessive? Just by looking at the logs how do you know when this excessive threshold has been met?
Is this threshold based on the enterprise as a whole, or on each system or user? And how often are the logs being
reviewed for these conditions?
This is where EventTracker real-time alerting can help. EventTracker has a built in Correlation Engine where policies such
as excessive deletion thresholds can be set as rules and programmatically monitored for in real time. Real-time alerting
enables instant notification which can often prevent more widespread data loss.

Abuse of the Administrator Account (local and domain)
Every Windows system and network has Administrator accounts which are prime targets for both inside and outside
hackers. The main problem for preventing insider abuse is that these are ‘‘general’’ accounts and often multiple people
have access to them, making it nearly impossible to determine the actual user. In many companies, the use of these
general accounts is prohibited by policy, however, keeping a handle on the usage of these accounts is vital. Several
Windows audit policies can be enabled to help you keep track of their usage, including Audit Account Management, Audit
Logon Events and Audit Account Logon Events.
There are elements in some of these events that can help track down what systems the use of the Administrator
account originated from. But once again, you need to be monitoring each and every log from ALL systems. Depending on
the size of your organization, this can be a daunting task.
The real-time alerting capability of EventTracker allows you to be alerted when anyone tries to log in with the
Administrator account (either Local or Domain). By watching for logon events, you can determine from which system
the account is being used and whether it is the local Administrator account or the Domain Administrator account.
Anyone who needs Administrator rights should not use these accounts but instead should have their own account
that has Administrator rights. This way you can track changes to the domain, systems and users.
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Figure 2:
shows a remote
desktop login
for the Domain
Administrator
account.

Logon Failures from Administrator Account (local and domain)
As we discussed in the last section, monitoring logons from the Administrator account is important. Watching for logon
failures from these accounts is just as important. These failure events can help to identify hack attempts before the
intruder gains access to your systems.
With a log management solution you will be able to detect these failures from one central location very quickly, allowing
you to take preventive action to keep intruders and threats at bay.

Figure 3:
shows a login
failure for a
remote desktop
session for
the Domain
Administrator
account.
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Unauthorized Access to Someone Else’s Mailbox
When talking about data leakage, one area that should not be overlooked is email. With employees using email to send
vital company information back and forth, keeping sensitive information from getting into the wrong hands is difficult.
Email scanning is often used to discourage such behavior, however this still leaves the possibility of hijacking another
user’s email account to transmit documents. Because of this, Microsoft has made changes to Exchange to help reduce
the ability of System Administrators to add a user to someone else’s Inbox on a widespread scale. But these changes can
still be done on a one by one basis.
There are times when System Administrators will need to give a user or users access to someone else’s Inbox for
legitimate reasons. These are not the conditions that should cause concern, what you should be concerned with are
times when these rights are granted without approval. Knowing what to track via your Audit Policy and using a log
management solution can help you detect when someone has gained unauthorized access to another user’s Inbox.
By configuring an alert that notifies you when this condition is met, you will be able to proactively rectify the situation
instead of reacting after data has been leaked.

Excessive Resource Access Failures
Every corporate network has shared folders. Users need access to shared documents, spreadsheets and other data, and
as System Administrators we must create these shares and put in place security measures to control who has access
and what type of access they have.
Turning on the correct Object Access Auditing can tell you not only when people are accessing these shares but also
when unauthorized users are trying to gain access. Now we all know that users will inadvertently select the wrong
network share from time to time. These are one-offs, and are not a problem. The real problem comes from repeated
attempts by a user, or several users, trying to gain access to resources. Setting thresholds through your log
management solution can help in detecting these excessive resource access failures.
EventTracker helps you watch for these thresholds, which can be set at the enterprise, system, user or resource level.
You have the ability to configure an alert to notify the correct team member to react to the situation.

Figure 4:
shows excessive
access failures
on a given
system
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Figure 5:
shows excess
access failures
by a given user

About EventTracker
EventTracker enables our customers to stop attacks and pass IT audits. Our award-winning product suite includes
EventTracker Security Center and EventTracker Compliance Center, which transform high-volume, cryptic log data into
actionable and prioritized intelligence to optimize IT operations, detect and deter costly security breaches, and comply
with multiple regulatory mandates. Our clients include government agencies, commercial enterprises, and the
healthcare and financial sectors.
In addition to best-in-class product features, we offer SIEM Simplified, a professional services engagement to guarantee
successful outcomes. Our experienced staff assumes as much or as little responsibility for all SIEM-related tasks as
you require, including planning, scoping, and installing the implementation, as well as performing run, watch and tune
functions of the implementation on your behalf. Our team includes experts in various technologies including Windows,
Cisco, VMware, Checkpoint and many security solutions such as Snort, McAfee, Imperva, etc.
As the only SIEM vendor to own both product and service delivery functions, our solution is tailored to customer need,
resulting in the superior quality at competitive pricing to the SME market.
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